
Remote Learning Grid - Week 7 Term 3 – YEAR 6
This grid covers both online and offline options. Activities that are highlighted yellow will receive explicit feedback from teachers.Optional
activities are highlighted in green. Students working online with Google Classroom will also be monitored every second day to ensure that
work is being completed. If work is not completed parents will be contacted via Class Dojo. Feedback on activities will be provided in school
hours only.

Monday 23/8/21 Tuesday 24/8/21 Wednesday 25/8/21 Thursday 26/8/21 Friday 27/8/21
Morning Morning Routine

Google Classroom
Answer the attendance
question in the comments of
your teacher’s morning video.
English
DEAR Sustained silent reading
for at least 30 minutes.Don’t
forget you also have online
reading subscriptions to

www.wushka.com.au
https://readtheory.org/auth/login

https://education.abc.net.au/home#!/h
ome

Spelling Soundwaves
Unit 25 Year 6 loud994
Complete the Spelling
Google Slide
Pick Spelling words from your
Soundwaves list to complete the
activities
1.4 Square Grid
Pick one word from your list and

complete the 4 squares based
on your chosen word.

2.Alphabetical Order
Pick 15 words from your list and
place them in Alphabetical Order.

Reading: Detention
Focus on Perspective.
Watch the video on
perspective. Respond to
the questions on Dan’s
perspective after reading
or listening to Chapter 25.

Morning Routine
Google Classroom
Answer the attendance question in the
comments of your teacher’s morning
video.
English
Spelling Soundwaves Online
Unit 25 Year 6 loud994

Writing Persuasive Writing
1. Revise
Read through the Google Slides

Persuasive Writing
2. This or That
Pick one on the options on the slide and

complete the brainstorm graphic
organiser with 3 supporting opinions

3. Paragraph Graphic Organiser
Complete the Paragraph Graphic

Organiser based on your opinion
with supporting reasons.

Reading: Detention
Focus on Perspective.
Respond to the questions on
Sima’s perspective after reading
or listening to Chapter 26.

Squiz Kids Podcast: Simply
listen to today’s podcast.

Morning Routine
Google Classroom
Answer the attendance question in
the comments of your teacher’s
morning video.
English
DEAR Sustained silent reading for at
least 30 minutes.Don’t forget you also
have online reading subscriptions to

www.wushka.com.au
https://readtheory.org/auth/login

https://education.abc.net.au/home#!/home

Spelling Soundwaves
Unit 25 Year 6 loud994
Complete the Word Web for one
chosen Spelling word.

Writing Persuasive Writing
1. Watch the video links on

PEEL and OREO
2. This or That
Pick one on the options on the slide and
complete the brainstorm graphic
organiser with 3 supporting opinions

Reading: Detention
Focus on Perspective
Watch the trailer for Detention.
Respond to the questions on
whose perspective is presented
in the trailer after reading or
listening to Chapter 27.

Squiz Kids Podcast: Simply
listen to today’s podcast.

Morning Routine
Google Classroom
Answer the attendance question in the
comments of your teacher’s morning
video.
English
DEAR Sustained silent reading for at
least 30 minutes.Don’t forget you also
have online reading subscriptions to

www.wushka.com.au
https://readtheory.org/auth/login

https://education.abc.net.au/home#!/home

Spelling Soundwaves Online
Unit 25 Year 6 loud994

Writing Persuasive Writing
1. Fact or Opinion

Read through the Google Slides. Pick a
topic of interest. You will research 5 facts
on the topic and give your opinion in 5
dot points.

Reading: Detention
Moral Dilemma
Read the definition of a moral
dilemma. Respond to the
questions on the choices Dan
makes after reading or listening
to Chapter 28.

Squiz Kids Podcast: Simply
listen to today’s podcast.

Morning Routine
Google Classroom
Answer the attendance question in
the comments of your teacher’s
morning video.
English
DEAR Sustained silent reading for at
least 30 minutes.Don’t forget you also
have online reading subscriptions to

www.wushka.com.au
https://readtheory.org/auth/login

https://education.abc.net.au/home#!/home

Spelling Soundwaves
Unit 25 Year 6 loud994
Dictionary Meanings
Complete Dictionary Meanings for
5 of your list words.

Grammar Revision: Complete
the interactive Google Slide
tasks on prefixes.

Reading:
Catch up on Detention
chapters and writing
responses.

Squiz Kids Podcast: Simply
listen to today’s podcast.

http://www.wushka.com.au
https://readtheory.org/auth/login
https://education.abc.net.au/home#!/home
https://education.abc.net.au/home#!/home
https://online.fireflyeducation.com.au/services/student_login/soundwaves
https://online.fireflyeducation.com.au/services/student_login/soundwaves
https://www.squizkids.com.au/
http://www.wushka.com.au
https://readtheory.org/auth/login
https://education.abc.net.au/home#!/home
https://online.fireflyeducation.com.au/services/student_login/soundwaves
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1tZ3uiOa_A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_AG6js-KheQ
https://www.squizkids.com.au/
http://www.wushka.com.au
https://readtheory.org/auth/login
https://education.abc.net.au/home#!/home
https://online.fireflyeducation.com.au/services/student_login/soundwaves
https://www.squizkids.com.au/
http://www.wushka.com.au
https://readtheory.org/auth/login
https://education.abc.net.au/home#!/home
https://online.fireflyeducation.com.au/services/student_login/soundwaves
https://www.squizkids.com.au/


BOOK
WEEK

ACTIVITY

Listen to Ms Hoang
read.

Write the next
chapter for the book.

Listen to Ms Hoang
read.

Write about your ideal
world. Include an

illustration of your ideal
world

Listen to Ms Hoang
read.

Redesign the front cover
of your favourite book.

Listen to Ms Hoang
read.

Upload an image of you in
costume or an image of

your favourite book.

Listen to Ms Hoang
read.

Write a book review.

Break Break Break Break Break Break
Middle Mathematics

●Numeracy Ninjas
Week 27 Session 1

●Complete the “Patterns
and Algebra - Monday”
slide.Complete all the
tasks within the slide.

●Complete 3 Mathletics
activities

Mathematics

●Numeracy Ninjas         Week 27
Session 2

●Complete the “Patterns and
Algebra - Tuesday” slide.
Complete all the tasks within
the slide.

●Complete 3 Mathletics
activities.

Mathematics

●Numeracy Ninjas
Week 27 Session 3

●Complete the “Patterns and
Algebra- Wednesday” slide..
Complete all the tasks within
the slide.

●Complete 3 Mathletics
activities.

Mathematics

●Numeracy Ninjas            Week
27 Session 4

●Complete the “Patterns and
Algebra- Thursday” slide..
Complete all the tasks within
the slide.

●Complete 3 Mathletics
activities.

Mathematics

●Complete 3 Mathletics
worksheets.

●Complete the Friday Maths
Challenge

Wellbeing
break Play a board game

with your family.
ZOOM CLASS

WELLNESS CHECK IN
Year 6: 1:00pm

Your teacher will provide you with
more information.

Kick a ball or throw a
frisbee outside.

ZOOM CLASS
BOOK WEEK PARADE

Year 6: 1:00pm
Your teacher will provide you
with more information.

Design and make an
animal out of things you
can find at home
(cardboard, paper etc)
and post it on the slide.

Break Break Break Break Break Break
Afternoon KLA

PE with Mr Ellis
KLA
Geography
Complete the ‘Global
connections Assessment’.
Place answers onto Google
Slides

KLA
Science
Work through the Google slides
for Science Why do some
things float? (Wk’s 6 & 7).
Inquisitive is required for this
task. Place answers onto
Google Slides

KLA
History, Geography, English

BTN
Watch this week’s BTN Episode on
the website
https://www.abc.net.au/btn/classroo
m/

Write a summary of your favourite
story this week

KLA Sport
Sport Around the

House
Work through the list of
activities on the Google Slide
lesson and tick each off as
you complete them!

https://www.abc.net.au/btn/classroom/
https://www.abc.net.au/btn/classroom/


Week 7 
monday
literacy

Stage 3 



Monday dear session

Type here

Type here

Type here

Pages Read

Text title

Time Read



Learning intention:
WE ARE LEARNING TO  draw on appropriate strategies to accurately spell familiar 

and unfamiliar words

I can locate the definition of an unknown word in a dictionary.

I can identify the focus sound of the week 

I can identify types of speech and characteristics of a word.

I can alphabetise and sort my chosen Spelling words

01

02

03

04

Focus sound

Alphabetical Order

Grammar

Word defintions



Year 5 

Year 6 

UNIT 25 



4 square vocabulary pick one word from your list and complete

Type here Type here

Type here Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here Type here

Type here Type here

Type here

Type here



Pick any 15 words from your list 
to complete

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type hereType here

Type here

Type here



Your teacher’s turn..

Reflection time

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here Type here

Type 
here

Type 
here



Detention 
Week 7



Monday - Chapter 25 Youtube link

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WCGKg4V2DQw


Monday - Chapter 25

https://docs.google.com/file/d/13R8K-2_3NcTvPaZarIErZ4FMESROFt2c/preview


What is Perspective?
Perspective is a way of regarding situations, facts and texts. Perspective is the 
way that people look at a situation. There are a number of factors that influence 
people’s perspective such as: previous experiences, beliefs, knowledge of the 
situation.

1.           Watch the following video Perspective on Vimeo

https://vimeo.com/398136810


Chapter 25: Responding to Detention: Dan’s Perspective
Dan’s character brings a particular perspective or point of view to the story. Think 
about Dan and what the reader knows about his life and personal experiences. 
These give him a ‘lens’ that he sees situations through and influences his choices. 

 Answer the following question: 

- Why does Dan risk getting in trouble with the police to help Sima? 
- Why doesn’t Dan leave the dog Rosco behind when he sees all the police 

cars and it’s hard for him to move fast?  



Book Week 
2021 

Old Worlds, New Worlds, 
Other Worlds



Monday 
Listen to Ms Hoang read the first chapter of ‘The Book of Chance’.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AXJ0zonsS-k


Monday Activity
Write the next chapter 
for the book you’ve 
just listened to. 



Chapter 2
Type your chapter here. Add additional slides if needed. 



Patterns and 
Algebra

Monday

Year 6



Learning Intention
We are learning to:

Analyse and create geometric and 
number patterns, to construct and 
complete number sentences and to 
locate points on the Cartesian plane. 

Success Criteria
We can:

● Recognise that the number plane 
(Cartesian Plane) is a visual way of 
describing location on a grid

● Recognise that the number plane consists 
of a horizontal axis (x-axis) and a vertical 
axis (y-axis), creating four quadrants

● Identify, read, record, plot and label points, 
given coordinates



LESSON Mathematical Vocabulary
Using an online mathematical dictionary look up 
“plane” and “Cartesian Plane”. Record the meanings 
in the tables below.

Plane: Cartesian Plane:

Click here to 
search 
mathematical 
meanings

http://www.amathsdictionaryforkids.com/qr/qr.html


Glossary



LESSON

Look at the horizontal number line below. It shows both 
positive and negative numbers. Every point on it matches 
to a real number. The point marked out on this number 
line represents -4 (negative 4). 



LESSON

Look at the five students in the 
playground at Wattle Bay Public School. 
Some of them are standing ON a number 
line they have drawn. 

How would you describe where each 
student is standing on the number line? 

What point on the number line are they 
at? 

Are there some positions that you 
cannot give a number reference for?



LESSONAnswer the questions that follow about the picture and its number line on the 
previous slide.

Tess

Nita

Yu

What position are the 
following students standing at 
on the number line?

Which two students’ positions 
can you NOT give an exact 
number reference for?

a.

b.

How could you solve this problem? What could you add to the horizontal number line so 
you can give the position of all students?



LESSON
We can solve this problem by 
adding another number line. This 
number line would be vertical and 
would be placed at right 
angles(perpendicular) to the 
horizontal line. They intersect at 
0. Both number lines have the 
same scale.We call this a 
number plane and positions 
are located by giving 
coordinates. In this number 
plane, you would find the 
coordinates for each student by 
locating their feet as though they 
were standing up in a playground 
in real-life. 



Imagine a number line with zero at its centre and negative numbers to the left and 

positive numbers to the right. The number plane or Cartesian plane is like two number 
lines that cross at zero; one of them is horizontal and the other is vertical. 

The Cartesian coordinate system is used to plot points. 

The Cartesian plane is named after the French mathematician and philosopher René 

Descartes (1596–1650), who introduced the coordinate system to show how algebra 
could be used to solve geometric problems.

The Cartesian Plane



The Cartesian Plane

Descartes was one of the 
first mathematicians to 
devise a way of plotting 
points on 2 axes: the 
x-axis and the y-axis. 



LESSON 03
There are many different occupations that 
use Cartesian Planes.

How do you think that people in these jobs 
might use Cartesian Planes?

The Cartesian Plane can be used to 
graph statistics, plot the position of 
artefacts, design structures, create 
pictures on a computer and to map 
the universe.



QUIZ
Complete the quiz to demonstrate the success 
criteria:
Recognise that the number plane is a visual 
way of describing location on a grid. 
 



Question Answer

Record the definition of coordinates

Record the definition of plot

Name the French mathematician and 
philosopher who first introduced the 
coordinate system



Question Answer

Name and number 5 ways that the 
Cartesian Plane can be used in different 
occupations

Explain why 2 axes are needed to explain 
location



WEEK 27
SESSION 1

Answer as many questions as you can in 5 
minutes















Type here









Skills for Sports 
- Basketball & 
Soccer

Wk 7 Got Game Home PE



Week 7 Lesson Video

Hey there team,

We have another fun and active video for you all this week that will definitely get your 
heart pumping. Last week we looked at all of the fundamental movement skills (FMS) and 
put them into practise. Today we are focusing on soccer and basketball and the specific 
FMS that you need to use when playing them.

Rob, Wes and I will be running you through the activities in the video. Enjoy!

Mr Ellis

Week 7 - Soccer and Basketball (Primary)

https://loom.com/share/42f5bba921144052a9d5ded693573b3a


Click on the links below to access more videos that will help you further practise your 
basketball and soccer skills as well as a Kahoot to test your knowledge!

Basketball shooting challenge with Michelle
Basketball dribbling with Michelle
Basketball passing with Michelle
Soccer ball control with Emily
Soccer passing with Emily
Soccer shooting with Emily

Kahoot: 
https://kahoot.it/challenge/07552240?challenge-id=4e948176-9013-45b9-960d-2c108477c0
92_1629246581186

https://youtu.be/DIdvTQrqz1k
https://youtu.be/zGoX9vBOAQY
https://youtu.be/MfK0wbv56tQ
https://youtu.be/ORea4mgVfoU
https://youtu.be/POeH1CzKUWM
https://youtu.be/cz3750_pM4U
https://kahoot.it/challenge/07552240?challenge-id=4e948176-9013-45b9-960d-2c108477c092_1629246581186
https://kahoot.it/challenge/07552240?challenge-id=4e948176-9013-45b9-960d-2c108477c092_1629246581186


Week 7
tuesday 
literacy

Stage 3 



TuesdaY
 dear session

Type here

Type here

Type here

Pages Read

Text title

Time Read



Year 5 

Year 6 

UNIT 25 



Persuasive 
writing

Stage 3 Week 7



Learning intention:
WE ARE revising elements of persuasive texts to develop our persuasive 

skills.

I know what a successful persuasive piece of writing should look 
like and how it is set out.

I can identify the purpose of persuasive writing.

I can support my opinion with reasons.

01

02

03

Purpose

Argument

Structure



LET’S REVISE PERSUASIVE TEXTS...



Watch the attached video to go through a Stage 3 
Persuasive Writing Sample with Miss Michos



Watch the following video
Opinion Writing

1:26

https://youtu.be/KEK2oGBSsHk
https://youtu.be/KEK2oGBSsHk


💥Opinion writing is a high - level skill 
which enhances your argument
💥It challenges you to formulate your 
own thoughts on topics
💥This activity will help you effectively 
express your belief in a persuasive 
manner



Complete the brainstorm graphic organiser based on your opinion

Sushi Tacos

Type your 
choice here

Type 
Reason 1

Type 
Reason 
2

Type 
Reason 3



Complete the paragraph graphic organiser to support your 
opinion

Sushi Tacos

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here



How did you do?
Based on the 
activities you 

just completed, 
think about a 
GLOW and 
GROW for 

yourself. Fill in 
the table below.
Leave the last 
slide for your 

teacher.

Type your GLOW 
here

Type your GROW 
here



Use this example on liquid glue and stick glue 
to help you if you get stuck...



Type here

Type here

Type name here

Type name here



Detention 
Week 7



Tuesday - Chapter 26 Youtube link

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_CSiE6KjFl0


Tuesday- Chapter 26

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1fDh8aQLFnlODYV8_Feug2OhhP9R5UvR8/preview


Responding to Detention: Sima’s Perspective
Remember: Perspective is the ‘lens’ through which the 
story is told.Think about it like this:

If you were wearing a pair of glasses, which character 
glasses are you wearing? Through whose lenses do you 
see the world?

-

Tuesday - Chapter 26



Sima’s Perspective
Answer the following questions in complete sentences and paragraphs

- Why do you think Sima loses some trust after seeing 
where Dan lives? 

- What would you think of Dan if you saw where he lived?
- What do you think Sima is thinking and feeling when she 

sees Dan giving water to Rosco? • 
- Why does Dan help Rosco?



Book Week 
2021 

Old Worlds, New Worlds, 
Other Worlds



Tuesday 
Listen to Ms Hoang read the first chapter of ‘Worse Things‘

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kCmiZt3zAU


Tuesday Activity

If you could live 
anywhere in the world, 
where would it be?

Tell us about your ideal 
world. 

What would it be like to 
live in your ideal world?



My Ideal World
Write about your ideal world here. Add additional slides if needed. 



Patterns and 
Algebra

Tuesday

Year 6



Learning Intention
We are learning to:

Analyse and create geometric and 
number patterns, to construct and 
complete number sentences and to 
locate points on the Cartesian plane. 

Success Criteria
We can:
✅ Recognise that the number plane 

(Cartesian Plane) is a visual way of 
describing location on a grid

● Recognise that the number plane consists 
of a horizontal axis (x-axis) and a vertical 
axis (y-axis), creating four quadrants

● Identify, read, record, plot and label points, 
given coordinates



CONTENTS OF THIS TEMPLATE
x-axis

y-axis

Quadrant 11

Quadrant 111

Origin 0,0

Use these words to 
drag and label the 
Cartesian Plane



LESSON

The Cartesian Plane is made up of two intersecting 
lines. It consists of a horizontal line and a vertical 
line which intersect at right angles. The two lines 
are called axes. The horizontal axis is the x-axis 
and the vertical axis is the y-axis. 
The point where the axes intersect is 0. This point 
is called the origin and its written as (0,0). 
Whenever we locate positions on a cartesian plane 
we use the origin as our starting point. 
You will notice the axes divide the plane into four 
sections. These sections are called quadrants. 
Each quadrant is given a Roman Numeral (I, II, III, 
IV), starting with the top right-hand quadrant. The 
quadrants are labelled in an anti-clockwise 
direction. 

Quadrant comes from the word quad, 
meaning four. That’s like the word 
quadrilateral which has four sides. 

The horizontal line is the x-axis and is 
easy to remember because it is a cross 
(x) and goes cross the page. 



LESSON



LESSON

The coordinates for the point marked on this 
plane are (-5, 3)

To find this:
● We first moved across the x-axis -5
● Then moved up 3 along the y-axis

The point is located at (-5, 3)

It is important to plot the coordinates in 
the correct order. Plot the opposite 
coordinates on the plane (3, -5).

Would it make a big difference if you mixed 
up the order of the coordinates? 

Yes / No Circle either yes or no



LESSON
Some more students at Wattle Bay have 
found a place on the Cartesian Plane. Add 
the coordinates for these new students. 
NOTE: The coordinates are found by locating 
the coordinates at the feet of each student. 

The coordinates for 
Ian are:

The coordinates for 
David are:

The coordinates for 
Ruben are:

The coordinates for 
Dawn are:



LESSON
You will now add some coordinates to a 
cartesian plane.

Plot and label these points on the plane.  

x-axis y-axis

A 2 7

B 6 0

C 5 -1

D -8 -5

E -3 4



LESSON

Check the points plotted on the 
Cartesian Plane match the coordinates 

given in the table. Circle the 
coordinates that have been 
plotted incorrectly and mark 
them on the plane correctly.  
Make sure you label them with the 
correct letter. 

x-axis y-axis

A -4 5

B 3 4

C 1 -1

D 2 -2

E -5 -4

F 1 -3

G -3 4

H -5 0



WEEK 27
SESSION 2

Answer as many questions as you can in 5 
minutes















Type here









Geography 
Global Connections Assessment

 
Week 7



Think of some reasons why 
it might be important for 

Australia to be 
well-connected globally.
Place your answers in the 
surrounding blank boxes

*Answer using full sentences

HINT: Think about the 
lessons about the 
Olympics and countries 
providing aid. 
-How did countries 
globally connect?
-Why is this important?



Make a list of countries that Australia has special connections with and describe the connection.

Country Connection



Think of some of the ways that Australia could be globally connected and with 
whom.

Sport System of Government Think of ONE of your own. 



This proverb is often misunderstood. 

What do you think it means?

How do you think it could be misunderstood?



Week 7 
wednesdaY

literacy
Stage 3 



WEDNESDAY
 dear session

Type here

Type here

Type here

Pages Read

Text title

Time Read



Year 5 

Year 6 

UNIT 25 



Pick a word from this week’s list

Type here Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here
Type here

INSERT 
IMAGE

Type word



PEEL Paragraph Structure

OREO STRUCTURE
This or That tasks will help you with your 
arguments when persuasive writing. 
Watch the following video links on PEEL 
and OREO before you begin the task. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1tZ3uiOa_A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_AG6js-KheQ


Complete the brainstorm graphic organiser based on your opinion

Sunny Days Rainy Days

Type your 
choice here

Type 
Reason 1

Type 
Reason 
2

Type 
Reason 3



Your teacher’s turn..

Reflection time

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here

Type here Type here

Type 
here

Type 
here



Detention 
Week 7



Wednesday - Chapter 27 Youtube link

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hxFGMBue7mg


Wednesday - Chapter 27

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1LTn6nYNT8FC4yy1sXMCRbKCerhyDiHTZ/preview


Watch the following trailer for Detention and answer the  questions in 
complete sentences. Detention by Tristan Bancks

1. Through whose ‘eyes’ or lens are we seeing the escape from the Detention Centre? 

2. What devices such as imagery, music, language are used to build a sense of tension?
 
3. What words have the most impact on you as the viewer.

4. How is the viewer meant to feel? Why?

Wednesday - Chapter 27

https://youtu.be/cG1-smDEEcc


Book Week 
2021 

Old Worlds, New Worlds, 
Other Worlds



Wednesday
Listen to Ms Hoang read the first chapter of ‘Aster’s Good, Right Things ‘

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vjPD3BazA-0


Wednesday Activity

Redesign the front 
cover of a book. Take an 
image of your design 
and upload it to the 
next slide. 

To upload an image, 
click insert and then 
image. Find the location 
of your image and add 
it to the slide. 



Book Cover Art



Patterns and 
Algebra

Wednesday

Year 6



Learning Intention
We are learning to:

Analyse and create geometric and 
number patterns, to construct and 
complete number sentences and to 
locate points on the Cartesian plane. 

Success Criteria
We can:
✅ Recognise that the number plane 

(Cartesian Plane) is a visual way of 
describing location on a grid

✅ Recognise that the number plane consists 
of a horizontal axis (x-axis) and a vertical 
axis (y-axis), creating four quadrants

● Identify, read, record, plot and label points, 
given coordinates



LESSON

Plot and label these points on the 
cartesian plane. Use a different 
colour for each shape. Connect the 
coordinates in order and then back 
to the first coordinate to join it up.

Shape 
A

(-11, 4) (-6, 4) (-6, -8) (-11, -8)

What shape did you plot?

Shape 
B

(1, 6) (6, -3) (-4, -3)

What shape did you plot?

Shape 
C

(6, 4) (1, -5) (-4, 4)

What shape did you plot?
Combine Shapes B and C. What new 
shape have you made?



LESSON
You are now going to use a 
cartesian plane to design your 
own shape or picture. 

x-axis y-axis

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H



Have another go on this cartesian plane. What other design can you make?

x-axis y-axis

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H



LESSON

(x, y)

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

Fill in these 
coordinates to 
complete the star 
picture.



Games

https://mrnussbaum.com/coordinates-online-game
https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/469/Coordinates-Alien-Attack


WEEK 27
SESSION 3

Answer as many questions as you can in 5 
minutes















Type here









Science
Week 6 & 7
Wednesday

https://docs.google.com/file/d/10G0S47abYzCwLY0cnW7_Rbv_Q-G_klKH/preview




Word Definition

Use a dictionary to write the definitions of each of the above words. 



Investigation Time: Why do some objects float and some sink?

Collect 8 items from home such as the following: wooden peg, plastic peg, marble, small polystyrene ball, a craft pom pom, a 
wooden bead, a plastic bead, a cork, an eraser, a real and plastic coin, a piece of drinking straw, a paperclip, a piece of 
chalk.

1. Predict which ones will sink and which ones will float in water by writing them into the appropriate column in the 
table.

2. Test your predictions by placing each object in a small container of water and observing what happens. Colour the 
‘floaters’ in your table in one colour, and the ‘sinkers’ in another colour.  

straw 

Coin  



Buoyancy – the ‘floating force’ 

What is buoyancy? 

When an object is placed in water, it pushes the water underneath it down and out to the sides. (You might have 
noticed this in the bath – when you sit down, the water level goes up). The water that has been displaced (pushed 
out of the way) pushes back up on the object. This force of this water pushing up on the object is called 
buoyancy. If the upward buoyancy force is equal to the force of gravity pulling the object downward – the object 
will float. If the buoyancy force is less than gravity – the object will sink.

Watch this video to learn more about buoyancy: Buoyancy: What Makes Something Float or Sink?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nMlXU97E-uQ


Submarine Infographic Research Task:  
 
A submarine is a vessel that can float on the surface of the water, dive down and travel 
hundreds of metres underwater, then come up to the surface again. 
 
1. How does it do this? 

 
2. Use the links provided to do some research. Present your research as an 

infographic on the following slide or a format you can easily submit.  
 
Note:  Infographics are visual representations of information or data. It’s a way of explaining complex 
information quickly and clearly such as in signs, maps, technical information. Google examples if you are 
unsure but you’ve done them previously in class). 
 
https://www.inquisitive.com/guided-research/1504-submarine-guided-research 

 
Please note this task will be completed over 2 science lessons. 

 
Your Infographic will be submitted Wednesday, Week 7.  

 
   

https://www.inquisitive.com/guided-research/1504-submarine-guided-research




Fact and Opinion
Learning Intention:

WE ARE LEARNING THE IMPORTANCE OF FACT AND OPINION IN PERSUASIVE WRITING
Success Criteria: 
❏ I can define a fact
❏ I can define an opinion
❏ I can research and provide facts on a chosen topic 
❏ I can give my opinion on a chosen topic



What is a Fact?
A fact is something that is proved to be true.
A relevant, well explained fact is powerful. It makes an 
argument more substantial, more authoritative.. More 

persuasive. 
Type 2 proven facts about 2 different topics.
Fact 1:

Fact 2: 



What is an Opinion?
An opinion is  a view or judgement 

formed about something, not 
necessarily based on fact or 

knowledge.

Type 2 of your own opinions on any different topics.
Fact 1:

Fact 2: 



Type your own topic of choice

Type your fact here

Type your opinion here

Type your opinion here

Type your opinion here

Type your fact here

Type your fact here

Type your fact here

Type your fact here

Type your fact here

Type your fact here

Click to watch Miss Michos’ instructional video...



Type student name here

Type student GROWS here Type student GLOWS here



Detention 
Week 7



Thursday - Chapter 28 Youtube link

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vljkr2Iko7Q


Thursday- Chapter 28

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ritVP6Y2XfDM9Zt-hOx6LF3OlsOq2qgE/preview


A moral dilemma is a conflict in which you have to choose between 
two or more actions and have moral reasons for choosing each 
action.

Think about this definition and watch the trailer for Detention. Detention by Tristan 
Bancks. Answer the  questions in complete sentences.  

1. Dan Is presented with the moral dilemma as to whether to continue to 
help Sima even though he has seen the news item and knows how much 
trouble he will get into. Why do you think Dan continues to help Sima? 

2. Would you give all your savings to help Sima? Why/Why not?

Thursday - Chapter 28

https://youtu.be/cG1-smDEEcc
https://youtu.be/cG1-smDEEcc


Book Week 
2021 

Old Worlds, New Worlds, 
Other Worlds



Thursday
Listen to Ms Hoang read the first chapter of ‘Bindi‘

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eFLiMsVwDdc


Thursday Activity

Dress up as your favourite 
character and upload a 
photo onto the slide. If you 
do not want your image 
shared, upload an image of 
your favourite book or 
character. 





Patterns and 
Algebra

Thursday

Year 6



Learning Intention
We are learning to:

Analyse and create geometric and 
number patterns, to construct and 
complete number sentences and to 
locate points on the Cartesian plane. 

Success Criteria
We can:
✅ Recognise that the number plane 

(Cartesian Plane) is a visual way of 
describing location on a grid

✅ Recognise that the number plane consists 
of a horizontal axis (x-axis) and a vertical 
axis (y-axis), creating four quadrants

● Identify, read, record, plot and label points, 
given coordinates





A critical situation has developed. The Komo II Long Distance Explorer was intended to 
be flying from Earth to Alpha Centauri, marked by the purple dashes. Instead it is flying off 
course and will hit the star Procyon, marked by the red line. There must be a problem with 
the coordinates. 

Which coordinates have been entered?

What should the coordinates be?

The Wombat Satellite has sent back data that indicates a planet has water. The data 
shows that the planet is from a point exactly halfway between Sirius and 61 Cygni. The 
radio transmission was lost before the Wombat could send the coordinates of the planet. 

What are the coordinates for this planet?

If you plot a course from Earth to this planet, where will it pass 
through the x-axis?



Plot a course to send the “Australian Albatross”  spacecraft from Earth to any point in the 
second quadrant. You must avoid the Orion Nebula or your expedition will end in disaster. 
Write your answer below.

Plot the coordinates for each corner of the Pillar 
Nebula



What are the coordinates of 
the origin?

Which quadrant is point A 
in?

Which axis is point B on?

If the coordinate for the 
y-axis of point C is changed 
to -2, which quadrant will it 
be in?

Write the coordinates for 
point D

Write the coordinates for 
point E



Continue using the cartesian plane on the previous slide to answer the following questions.

What is located at:

(-4, 3)

(2, 2)

(-7, -5)

Insert the following shapes at the 
given coordinates

A triangle at (-5, -2)

A heart at (4, 5)

A star at (-3, 1)



Add the following locations on the 
cartesian plane:

● Art room (3, -4)
● Maths room (-7, -2)
● Band room (4, 5)



The Japanese Club meets halfway between the art room and the science lab. Plot this 
onto the cartesian plane and then write the coordinates here.
Coordinates:

The playground is the same distance from both the x-axis and the y-axis as the canteen, 
but it is in the third quadrant. Plot it on the cartesian plane.
Write the coordinates here:

Continue using the cartesian plane on the previous slide to answer the following questions.



Student 
Feedback

Tick to show your answer

Did you find the video helpful?

Could you do the activities on your own?



WEEK 27
SESSION 4

Answer as many questions as you can in 5 
minutes















Type here









Btn episode 
Thursday 26th august

BTN Link 
https://www.abc.net.au/btn/classroom/

https://www.abc.net.au/btn/classroom/


Btn
 Summary

Task: Watch BTN 
Episode for this week. 

Write a summary about 
your favourite story.



Btn Summary - thursday 26th august
Type your summary here



Week 7 
FRIDAY

literacy
Stage 3 



FRIDAY  dear session

Type here

Type here

Type here

Pages Read

Text title

Time Read



Learning intention:
WE ARE LEARNING TO  draw on appropriate strategies to accurately spell familiar 

and unfamiliar words

I can locate the definition of an unknown word in a dictionary.

I can identify the focus sound of the week 

I can identify types of speech and characteristics of a word.

01

02

03

Focus sound

Grammar

Word definitions



Year 5 

Year 6 

UNIT 25 



Write the definition, part of speech and a 
sentence for 5 words on your list. The first one 
has been done for you. 

storey (noun) a part of a building comprising all of the rooms that are the same level.



FRIDAY GRAMMAR REVISION
PREFIXES

A prefix is a word part added in front of a base word 
to change the meaning.

STAGE 3



1.
I can define what 

a prefix is and 
how it is used.

2. 
I can use 

prefixes to 
spell words.

3. 
I can identify the 
prefix and base 

word in my work. 

Learning Intention: We are revising features of Prefixes.



INTRODUCTION

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uc8AgRPyFe8




You may need to 
resize the ovals.





You may need to 
resize the ovals.



Type your name here

Type your GROWS here Type your GLOWS here



Type student name here

Your teacher will type your GROWS here

Your teacher will type your GLOWS 
here



Book Week 
2021 

Old Worlds, New Worlds, 
Other Worlds



Friday
Listen to Ms Hoang read the first chapter of ‘The Stolen Prince of 
Cloudburst’.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=91nSgmlK9VU


Friday Activity

Write a book review. You 
can review one of the 
books you’ve listened to 
this week, or a book of 
your own choosing. 
There is a template on 
the next slide. 



Book Title: Author:

Rating: Illustrator:

Plot: What happens? Are 
there any plot twists? Did 
you find the plot 
interesting?

Characters: Who are the 
main characters? Who was 
your favourite character? 
Why?

Your opinion: Did you like 
the book? What was your 
favourite part? Why?

Recommend:  Would you 
recommend this book to a 
friend?



Friday maths 
challenge 

Week 7



Alien Algebra
If... Then

25

20

26



Geometry Gems
If... Then

One coordinate is
(3, 1)

The shape includes at 
least one right angle

Two of the sides are the 
same length. They are 4 
units long.

The triangle is 
isosceles. The 
coordinates are all 
positive.

Name the 
coordinates

(You can plot them on the 
cartesian plane on the next 

slide to help you)

Answer



Plot 
Coordinates



Wellbeing - Friday
 Design and make an animal out of things you can find at home (cardboard, paper etc). 
Take a photo and post it on a slide.



WeEk 7 
 sTagE 3 sPorT

Stuck at home? Don't worry - we got you!



WorK tHroUGh The LIsT of ACtiVItiES 
tiCk EacH OfF as YOu cOMpLetE 
tHem!

SpoRt ARoUnD tHe 
hoUSe

cHalLEnGe



sPorT arOuNd The HOusE     tiCk OFf/HigHlIGhT at LEasT 5!
○ Walk/run 2000 steps  
○ Throw a ball at a wall and catch it 20 times (use a ball or scrunched up newspaper)  
○ Keep a balloon or scrunched up paper ball in the air for 10 hits in a row 
○  Animal walks – walk into all rooms of your house using your favourite animal walk (eg” bear 

crawl, kangaroo jump, or inch worm)  
○ 20 star jumps  Run on the spot for one minute  
○ Throw and catch a scarf into the air 30 times – try using different hands  
○ Stand on one foot and throw a ball, soft toy or scrunched up paper ball from one hand to the 

other 
○ Play your favourite song and dance  
○ Practice your standing long jump – mark a line on the ground to start behind and then jump as 

far forward as you can. Try 10 jumps and see if you can beat your last jump  
○ Set up a goal (e.g bin) and try to get 20 kicks in  Set up some toys or bottles as targets and 

roll a ball to knock them over. If you knock a target over, step back to make it more 
challenging  

○ Read a story book with an often repeated word – if the word is mentioned in the story, you 
need to do an activity (eg: 5 star jumps)



HavE Fun ANd TurN It iN!
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